Pyruvate shuttling during rest and exercise before and after endurance training in men.
We describe the isotopic exchange of lactate and pyruvate after arm vein infusion of [3-(13)C]lactate in men during rest and exercise. We tested the hypothesis that working muscle (limb net lactate and pyruvate exchange) is the source of the elevated systemic lactate-to-pyruvate concentration ratio (L/P) during exercise. We also hypothesized that the isotopic equilibration between lactate and pyruvate would decrease in arterial blood as glycolytic flux, as determined by relative exercise intensity, increased. Nine men were studied at rest and during exercise before and after 9 wk of endurance training. Although during exercise arterial pyruvate concentration decreased to below rest values (P < 0.05), pyruvate net release from working muscle was as large as lactate net release under all exercise conditions. Exogenous (arterial) lactate was the predominant origin of pyruvate released from working muscle. With no significant effect of exercise intensity or training, arterial isotopic equilibration [(IE(pyruvate)/IE(lactate)).100%, where IE is isotopic enrichment] decreased significantly (P < 0.05) from 60 +/- 3.1% at rest to an average value of 12 +/- 2.7% during exercise, and there were no changes in femoral venous isotopic equilibration. These data show that 1). the isotopic equilibration between lactate and pyruvate in arterial blood decreases significantly during exercise; 2). working muscle is not solely responsible for the decreased arterial isotopic equilibration or elevated arterial L/P occurring during exercise; 3). working muscle releases similar amounts of lactate and pyruvate, the predominant source of the latter being arterial lactate; 4). pyruvate clearance from blood occurs extensively outside of working muscle; and 5). working muscle also releases alanine, but alanine release is an order of magnitude smaller than lactate or pyruvate release. These results portray the complexity of metabolic integration among diverse tissue beds in vivo.